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Panhellenic makes plans 
for new fall formal rush 
BY RUTH HAYS 
Staff Writer 
"I believe it will be the best rush 
Eastern has ever had." 
This statement expresses the op- 
timistic attitude held by Miss Pamela 
Peyton in regard to the EKU Greek 
sororities' first attempt at formal rush 
during a fall semester. Miss Peyton, in 
her new capacity as Assistant to the 
Director of Student Activities and 
Organizations, serves as director to the 
Panhellenic Council and is in charge of 
sorority rush at EKU. 
Miss Peyton, in her first year at 
Eastern, is excited both about Eastern 
and about the new formal rush She said, 
"The sororities and students have really 
been great, and I think it will go ovei 
beautifully in its first test at Eastern. 
The sororities have only had about three 
weeks notice, and they've really pulled,, 
hard." 
She added, "The administration is 
behind us all the way, and it will be a 
challenge to all the sororities on cam- 
pus." 
In her capacity as Panhellenic 
Director, Miss Peyton hopes -to serve 
only in an advisory capacity to this 
group,, which is the governing body of 
Greek sorority life and is composed from 
representatives of each sorority. She 
stated that she did not want to dictate but 
wanted the council to use their own ideas 
and plans. 
Miss Peyton, who succeeds Anne 
Marlowe as Panhellenic advisor, holds 
Eastern's Panhellenic system in high 
esteem. She said that "Eastern has built 
up quite a name for itself in the 
Southeastern Panhellenic Conference, 
which comprises 12 southern and 
southeastern states. She added that 
because Panhellenic is relatively new 
here, it may have problems which older 
groups have already worked out, but she 
feels that cooperation is and will be the 
key to EKU's Panhellenic success. 
"It is far ahead of most I've seen, and 
Eastern has a lot to be proud of. It is 
well organized, the spirit is exceptional, 
and the groups really cooperate with 
each other," she said. 
'Mini-semester' gives students 
head start in college adjustment 
BY JERRY PARKS 
Staff Writer 
"I expected college to be more 
glamorous, but it was generally better 
than what I anticipated." Such was the 
initial reaction of Freda Nethery, one of 
thirteen "mini-semester" registrees who 
enrolled at here last February. 
Representing eight Jefferson County 
high schools, Richmond, and even 
Florida, these "new-freshman" became 
the first of the experimental groups 
enrolled in the Elective Quarter 
Plan(EQP) begun last fall. The program 
is similiar to the traditional "credit" 
system most often employed in high 
schools today. 
Whereas a student needs 18 of these 
"credits" to graduate (earned at the 
average of five per year), the EQP 
program provides "points"-one for each 
course of twelve-week duration. A total 
of 54 of these points is needed to 
graduate. 
Another advantage of the EQP is that 
students have the option of attending any 
three of seasonal "quarters", utilizing 
(he remaining quarter as the vacation 
period. While most still tend to elect the 
traditional 'summer quarter as this 
vacation period, many choose to attend 
classes year-round, thus being able to 
graduate in three years. 
The "mini-semester" commenqed in 
early March with classes meeting one 
hour each. Monday through Friday. 
"One of the main disadvantages was that 
the courses we took were forced upon us- 
many being completely un-related to our 
major" commented Miss Nethery,a 
recreation major from Seneca High 
School. 
The required courses were GSS 142 and 
Eng. 101. GSP 281 was the only optional 
elective; thus a student could earn 6-9 
hours during the nine week session. 
"There were supposed to be around ten 
courses that we could choose from when 
they thought that some 100 students were 
coming. "But when only 13 of us showed 
up, they cut down our selection" notes 
Doug Floorefrom Jeffersontown. 
The students generally agreed that the 
"mini-semester" proved beneficial to 
them. Bridget Mayney, from Southern 
High School said, "It was easier to adjust 
to college life, and it made this year seem 
much easier." Floore.however, saw this 
transition from high school in a different 
light, "My last day at J-Town was on a 
Wednesday, and I checked into my dorm 
here the following Sunday. It was kind of 
weird," he said. 
Because the classes were small, the 
students also felt that there was a better 
rapport between themselves and the 
instructors. But what were the most 
interesting experiences for the "new- 
freshmen"? For Floore, it was "When I 
had to ask permission to be excused from 
my Friday classes in order to go home to 
rent a tux for my high school prom". For 
Miss Nethery, it was "waiting two-and- 
one half weeks after school was out up 
here, to graduate from high school." 
What were the reactions received from 
former classmates on return visits to the 
alma maters? "I felt as though I was an 
object of attention" notes Miss Mauney, 
"and also like I was kind of out of it". But 
would she do it all again? "yes" she said. 
Eastern's first "mini-semester" ended 
last May. "It had its advantages and 
disadvantages" as Miss Nethery con- 
cluded, "but what I really missed was not 
being able to see many of EKU's athletic 
events". 
Before taking her position at Eastern, 
Miss Peyton worked as a traveling field 
secretary for Phi Mu National Sorority. 
In that capacity she traveled all over the 
nation visiting chapters and attending 
conferences at various colleges. She 
feels that this provided her the ex- 
perience necessary for her present job. 
She said, "I don't think I could have 
attempted it without this expeience. It 
helped me to be able to deal with a 
university-the administration as well as 
the students." 
Miss Peyton, who did her un- 
dergraduate work at the University of 
Southern Mississippi and has done 
graduate work at the University of 
Mississippi, hopes that as many girls as 
possible will take advantage of the op- 
portunity to rush. She feels that rush and 
Greek life are especially important for 
freshmen women. "It will help them 
become socially well-adjusted in their 
first  semester at  college."She added 
that, "sororities also give the girls in- 
centive for scholarship, and thus help 
make the first-term student's university 
life a success. 
One of the reasons Miss Peyton is 
optimistic about fall rush is because of 
the work that the sororities have put into 
it. "Up until this week, the only publicity 
about rush had been through the 
sororities themselves going to the dorms 
and meeting the girls, and we already 
have half the total number of last 
spring's rush signed up." 
Signs publicizing rush have been put up 
on campus this week, and the 
Panhellenic Council and sororities also 
plan to go to each dorm and explain rush 
to the girls on their floors. They will also 
hand out a rush pamphlet entitled "Just 
That Kind of Friend", which explains 
Greek life and tells the history of each 
sorority on Eastern's campus. 
An open house at 2:00 p.m. on Sunday, 
September 16 in Herndon Lounge will 
kick-off the activities of rush week. The 
sororities will continue parties through 
the following Sunday. 
The decision to change to formal rush 
for the fall was not made until late 
August, thus many changes have been 
made in the rush system. One of these 
changes is that a computerized system 
will be used. Miss Peyton feels that this 
will be more fair to the rushees and will 
alleviate the chance of human error. It 
will also allow Eastern to handle a larger 
number of girls for rush. 
Another new addition to Greek rush 
this year will be a period of open-bidding 
which will run from the day after bids are 
signed until next May when school ends. 
Misss Peyton said that this will improve 
the Greek system on campus because it 
will help the smaller sororities to fill 
their quota. If they find someone com- 
patible to their sorority, they can go 
ahead and give her a bid without having 
to wait. 
Miss Peyton also hopes that a large 
group from Eastern will attend the 
Southeastern Panhellenic Conference to 
be held at Tallahassee, Fla., in April. 
Sororities from 12 states will participate 
at the conference, which was held last 
year at the University of Kentucky. 
After months of debate 
Bike pollution 
With the increasing popularity and convenience of 
riding a bicycle, more bikes seem to appear every day, 
until finding a place to park your bike becomes as dif- 
ficult as parking a car. 
Bicycle committee asks for safety 
The Bicycle Committee held its first 
meeting of the year earlier this week to 
discuss several problems which have 
been occurring on campus. 
It has been brought to the attention of 
the committee that many students have 
been presenting problems to drivers as 
well as pedestrians. 
One accident has reportedly occurred 
on campus because of the carelesness of 
a cyclist. 
To prevent further accidents the 
committee has requested that all cyclists 
follow traffic regulations, including stop 
signs and one-way street signs. There 
should be no bike riding on the sidewalks 
at any time. 
The committee also has requested that 
cyclists use the bike racks which are 
provided by the University instead of 
attaching   them    to   other   University 
property   such   as   trees,   gates,   and 
railings.   The racks are located in the 
following areas: 
Telford—40 spaces 
Walters—32 spaces 
Keene—20 spaces 
Burnam-Clay-Sulli van-Case—32 spaces 
Old Red River Gorge controversy arrives on campus 
BY RUTH HAYS 
Staff Writer 
Save the Red River Gorge! 
Signs such as this are showing up all 
over campus in classroom buildings, the 
grill, and the administration building to 
name a few. The signs are encouraging 
itudents to to become involved in savjjmat .-tba^re 
~dftfi^V*<Cld —•-—<-.- •»,,.«. .- j«te < 
most   unique   areas   in   Kentucky   ac- 
cording   to   Dr.    Bra'nley   B?«nson. 
-Prcfcssor of Biology af^i..;.... 
The Red River Gorge controversy has 
been going on for about 12 years.   It in- 
.  volves attempts to stop the building of a 
dam which has been proposed by the 
United States Army Corps of Engineers 
The proposed 12 million dollar dam is 
justified by the Corps on three possible 
benefits it will hold for the area. First, 
the dam will aid in flood prevention for 
the community. This is ope of the 
reasons some of the farmers and other 
members of the community are in favor 
of the dam. , 
Second, the dam will aid in the ex- 
pansion of recreational opportunities in 
a." The lake, formed .uy MIC «„.,. 
aUract builders  of  motels  and 
lodges, which would ultimately attract 
tourists to the area. 
The third justification for the*project is 
the availability of an adequate water 
supply for future urban and industrial 
needs in the Blue Grass area. 
The opposition to the, proposed dam 
and reservoir has risen in an effort to 
save and preserve the unique plant and 
animal associations in the gorge as well 
as its natural beauty. 
The gorge area contained for the most 
part in Powell, Wolfe, and Estill counties, 
contains a rare combination of plant and 
animal li/e. According to Dr. Branson, 
The plant and animal associations in 
the gorge make it a unique as well as a 
scenic area." 
- '    
:
", •'  -- 
The  proposed   dam:  as  viewed «o.v" 
biologists, would.adversely affect many 
of the wildlife resources of the area, such 
as the wild turkey. Some species of fish 
such as the muskellunge. small-mouthed 
bass, and rock bass are feared would be 
gradually eliminated. 
Conservationists defend their beliefs by 
denouncing the proposed benefits of the 
project.    Although the  need for flood 
control definitely exists, the proposed 
dam would provide possibly only 30 
percent of the solution, and 50 per cent at 
the maximum according to them. They, 
in turn, have proposed alternate plans for 
flood control consisting of a good soil 
. conservation and water drainage plan for 
the area. 
The recreational benefits of the dam 
are denounced for several reasons, 
main(y*6e£ause conservationists-feel the 
area is already attracting a large 
numhc'-of tourists, espr'^'y hikers, to 
the area because of its natural beauty. 
The need for a future water source was 
one of the later justification for the 
proposed dam. Conservationists feel, 
however, that the Red River Basin is only 
one of several potential basins for future 
water supply. At least five such basins 
can be considered, and two of these are 
near reality as water reservoirs. 
The first proposed dam was to be built 
in the North Fork of the Red     River 
which  contains a   wilderness   area  of 
rugged beauty. The area contains many 
natural arches and palisade walls.   In 
addition   to   this,   the   area   contains 
numerous rocks carved out by nature 
mtosnapessuch.Pc *■-'—  *«--*--   -3!^^ 
houses, caves,  and pirinacles.somt  ^^^j 
which   conservationists   feared 
might be covered by fhe watert 
This-proposed site was blocked by the 
conservationists in 1970, when they ac- 
cepted a dam sith about five miles far- 
ther downstream.     However,  in   1971, 
(Continued On Page Four) 
Palmer-Commonwealth—32 spaces 
Todd-Dupree-University    Center—32 
spaces 
Martin-Coms-McCGCreary-Keith-Miller- 
Beckham—32 spaces 
Begley Building—16 spaces 
Off campus cyclists are asked to park 
their bikes in the racks whereever there 
is space. 
Swimming pool 
privilege offered 
Recreational swimming is now being 
offered at the Don Combs Natatorium in 
the Alumni Coliseum, and will continue 
until the end of the semester. 
Admission to the pool is by iden- 
tification card only, both faculty and 
students, and unless enrolled in a men's 
swimming class, a bathing suit, 
towel,and lock are required. 
Entry into the dressing rooms is 
through the men's and women's locker 
rooms. Rules for the indoor pool are the 
same as for the outdoor pool during the 
summer. ^ 
Children under eleven" must be 
supervised and accompanied by the 
parents. Since there is no spectator area, 
parents must bring, a bathing suit or 
shorts and must be without shoes on the ' 
.popXdeck.      ' _ n * 
The schedule for the rej» nl »>«• 
semester is as^foflows:' -...,-♦« 
Monday—7:30-9:30 p.m. 
Wednesday—7:30-) :30 p.m. 
Thursday->7:30-9:30 p.m. 
Sunday—4:00-7:00 p.m. 
All   times   are   for   men   and   women 
students   and- for   faculty   and   their 
families. 
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Before September 24 deadline 
Think about where and why you '11 re-register 
For the first time, Eastern 
students have a chance to really 
help decide the political future of 
the city of Richmond. 
Since a new ruling went into 
effect, everyone in Kentucky 
must re-register in order to be 
eligible to vote in the November 
0 general election. Now is the 
students' chance to have the say 
in local government that they 
have wanted for so long. 
Even though it is now possible 
to register in the county where 
you go to school, doing so is 
something that rates con- 
siderable consideration on your 
part. Be absolutely sure that you 
do re-register, but think 
carefully about where you wish 
to vote. 
If you are a senior, then 
probably the most important 
question you should now be 
asking yourself,  before  the 
September 24 deadline, is where 
you are going to be next year. If 
you're sure you'll be living in 
Madison County, then take 
yourself down to the County 
Court clerk's office and register. 
If you think you won't be 
around here, go to your home 
county or wherever you think 
you'll be and register there. It's 
not fair to you or the county 
you're registered in if you're not 
there to vote. 
If you're a freshman or 
sophomore and perhaps a junior, 
your, case is different. You'll 
likely be here on campus for 
another two or three years and 
will be effected by anything that 
happens locally. Perhaps it 
would be to your advantage to 
register in Richmond. You would 
then have a chance to elect the 
people you think would be 
responsible and good for local 
government and for the Eastern 
community. 
For the first time the 
November 6 general election will 
be of special interest to the 
campus, since three city 
commissioncandidatesarenow or 
have been associated with 
Eastern. 
As a rule, even though students 
have been able to register in 
their college community, they've 
had a pretty poor turnout at the 
polls in Richmond. Out of about 
700 Eastern students registered 
to vote in Madison County, only 
about 500 voted in the 
presidential election last fall. 
Only about 50 voted in the May 
primary election. 
The County Court clerk ex- 
pressed disappointment in the 
amount of the student turnout. 
And it would seem that there is 
actually no need for the extra 
precinct that has been set up for 
the campus, or for the two voting 
machines which were brought in 
to  help  expediate   voting   but 
which sit idle for the most part 
during elections. 
What was the use in 
registering to vote in this county 
if those students knew they 
weren't going to be here or knew 
they weren't going to vote. 
It would seem that their only 
purpose in campaigning for the 
right to vote in their college town 
or county was merely to show 
they had enough influence or 
determination to be able to get 
that right. Now that the ex- 
citement is over, those students 
are tired of it, just as a child 
would be after playing with a 
new toy for a week. After the 
newness wears off the toy is no 
longer interesting. 
Whatever you do, be sure you 
re-register to vote by September 
24. But, also, be sure that you 
think carefully about where 
you'll register to vote and the 
reasons for that decision. 
Field renamed, dedicated 
t ■»» 
Crash victims honored during pre-game ceremony 
Last November, tragedy 
struck Richmond in such a way 
as to affect almost everyone in 
the community. 
Ten young men were killed in a 
plane crash while returning from 
the Madison High-Trigg County 
High football game in Trigg 
County. 
The men aboard the plane 
were Richmond residents, eight 
of    them     former    Eastern 
students.   All were avid sports 
fans. 
In December, 1972, the 
Madison County School Board 
voted to rename Madison High 
School's football field  and  to 
The reader's view 
Talent director doesn't like Progress review 
Dear Editor: 
I, was very disappointed with an ar- 
ticle in your August 23 edition concerning 
the free Progressive Production Tal 
ent Showcase concert which was 
hdld in the ravine ~on Monday. August 
First, il should be known that all 
groups involved donated their time and 
received absolutely no compensation for 
any expenses incurred in getting here. 
The groups came from all over the state, 
some had to drive two or three .vehicles. 
some had to rent trucks for their 
equipment.and each had expenses of 
close to $50. Each group agreed to 
perform so that returning EKU 
students   could   have   an   enjoyable 
evening. Progressive Productions spent 
another $150. for expenses in setting up 
and coordinating the event. 
The crowd could hardly be termed 
sparse with three-forths of the am 
pi theatre full by 7:30, a full hour and a 
half before dark. Also, the concert was 
never meant to be anything other than 
local bands providing an evening of 
music for interested EKU students.- 
Threats of rain did not exist until the last 
act. Misfits .performed and it is quite 
obvious that your writer left before then. 
I do feel that the slant your writer gave 
the article has caused an injustice to 
EKUU. students. Because now the 
groups feel their time and efforts were't 
appreciated, I'm afraid they will hesitate 
and—or refuse to provide the students 
with free performances again. Also, I 
read parts of his Rudd—Quinn review in 
an AP release published two weeks 
prior to his review appearing in the 
Progress .      Where's that? 
I realize that this review could have 
gone unnoticed; however I couldn't 
sit by and let inaccuracies such as those 
appear in your fine paper without 
clarification. 
Sincerely, 
Billy Luxon, Director 
Progressive Productions 
dedicate it to the men who lost 
their lives after cheering the 
Purples to victory that night. 
Last Friday marked the 
opening of Madison's football 
schedule. Before the game 
against Stanford, the field was 
renamed the Madison Memorial 
Field and was dedicated to those 
men. 
The Progress feels that the 
renaming and dedication of the 
field was an act of deep sorrow, 
one of respect and one of honor 
for the ten men who were so 
much a part r«e "Jehmond's 
future; and ngnuy HO, because 
not only were they sports fans, 
they were men who had gained 
the respect and friendship of the 
town of Richmond. 
The Progress hopes that the 
families of the men will not 
regard the dedication last week 
as the tearing open of an old 
wound. They should be honored 
by the tribute the county has 
paid to the men. 
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SURELY YOU JEST! 
ffiH79^#* H-IJT 
BY KEN GULLETTE 
Man. Ed. Production 
Donald Wallflower hated his 
roommate, as most students do. 
Not only did Don's roommate 
snore all night long and play his 
phonograph while Don studied, 
but he also had a habit of locking 
the door while Don was in the 
shower. 
"My roommate locked me out 
of my room," Don muttered as 
he stood dripping in the nude 
outside his room. 
"Hey Don!" a senior asked 
from down the hall. "Why are 
you undressed?" 
"I justtook a shower." 
"Without any clothes on?" 
"Of course." 
"What are you, some kind of 
pervert?" 
"Would you go down to the 
desk and get my key?" 
"I can't," said the senior. "I 
have a test tomorrow. And 
anyway, Roy Rogers just sat on 
his spurs and I want to see how it 
ends." 
"I guess I'll have to do it 
myself," Don said and pushed 
the button for an elevator. Soon 
the doors rumbled open. 
"Going down?" he asked a guy 
inside. 
"Why? Wanna    make 
something of it?" 
"I'd like to go to the first 
floor." 
"You trying to give me some 
lip, buddy?" 
"No, " Don explained. "I just 
want to know if the elevator is ■ going down." 
"Don't you know how to talk to 
a Resident Assistant, punk?" the 
R.A. shook his clipboard as the 
doors closed. "Do it again and 
111 writfcyou up!" 
So Don took the stairs. There 
were only a few people in the 
lobby, one of them a girl enrolled 
in the two-year nursing 
program,. 
"I'll just stand here and act 
inconspicuous,"   Don   schemed 
. beside the desk. 
„    ' 'Fxcuse me, '■' said tkc su* oLr.g 
student. 
"Yes?" Don replied.      , 
"I don't want to se*em naive," 
she said, ''but are you naked?" 
"As a matter of fact I am," 
Don replied truthfully. 
"Aha!" she said. "I thougm 
so." 
"How could you tell? I mean 
besides the fact that I have no 
clothes on?" , ,s 
"Well, my anatomy teacher 
showed our class a chart on the 
female body, and I take good 
notes." 
"But I'm a male, not a 
female." 
"Well, I guess I might have 
been dozing during that class   '' 
period and got some of the lec- 
ture mixed up.   Sorry." 
"May I help you?" asked the 
guy working at the desk. 
"I'd like the key to room 710." 
"But you are naked." 
"Yes, it's a very funny thing,"   . 
Don laughed.    "My roommate 
locked me out of the room while I 
was taking a shower." 
"The rules say we can't give 
out keys to naked people." 
"What rules?" 
"The Campus Living Hand- 
book.   On page forty." 
"But I need my key!" 
"We get a lot of people in here 
trying the same trick," said the 
desk worker. "Do you expect us 
to give a key to every naked 
person that comes in here?" 
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eye on the)media 
t. g. moore 
Super-Cop is in for Fall 
In case you've been on 
vacation in the Andes all sum- 
mer and haven't had to bear all 
those ditties on television that 
herald the coming of the New 
Season, stand informed that this 
is the year of Super-Cop. 
As if it were part of some 
strange form of osmosis, 
television goes through a con- 
stant cycle. One year all you can 
watch is westerns, another year 
it's nothing but musical variety 
shows, the next year you have 
spaceships and martians coming 
out of your ears and the year 
after that you find situation 
comedies dominating the tube. 
This particular year happens to 
be the year of Law'n Order. 
When the new fall season gets 
fully underway, there will be 
some 17 programs on television 
that deal with police or private 
investigators. Eight of those 
programs will be new ones. If 
westerns are your favorite and 
you don't like police shows, then 
you will just have to take up 
knitting or pinochle, which is 
what a lot of people did a few 
years ago when westerns were 
the big thing. 
It all just goes to show the 
mentality of the people who 
come up with ideas for new 
programs.     A program   like 
Mannix or Hawaii Five-0 
hits the air and is a big success. 
Instantly, the prophets in New 
York assume that everybody in 
America is gun-crazy and 
trigger-happy so they flood the 
airwaves with shoot-em-ups. 
Some of the police-type shows 
make for good entertainment. 
On the other hand, many of the 
programs are nothing more than 
good examples of what television 
should not be, i.e. any program 
written or produced or starring 
Jack Webb. Webb's programs 
are about as representative of 
police life as Lassie. 
Most of the new series on the 
fall line-up look promising to say 
the least. Perry Mason returns 
this year with a new face. Monte 
Markham and Sharon Acker will 
star beginning Sept. 16. 
Judgement on this program is 
reserved at this time, although 
it's going to be pretty tough for 
anyone to top the legend of 
Raymond Burr. 
Jack Webb turns non- 
conformist this year with a new 
show called Chase. It's about 
a cop who goes out on special 
assignments that no one else will 
take. Starring Louisville native 
Mitchell Ryan, the show starts 
Sept. 11. 
Those of you who have read 
author   Joseph   Wambaugh's 
New Centurions or The Blue 
Knight will probably enjoy 
Police Story. I expect it will 
be the most real-life cop show to 
come along in recent times. It 
premieres Oct. 2. Jimmy 
Stewart will  star this  fall  in 
Hawkins , a sort of madtf-for- 
TV Sam Ervin. 
The program will be rotated 
with Shaft starring Richard 
Roundtree in a highly watered- 
down version of the movie. Both 
Hawkins and Shaft are 90 
minutes long, and the duo begins 
with Hawkins, on Oct. 2 
followed by   Shaft   on Oct.9. 
Kojak , one of the year's top 
choices , will star Telly Savalas 
in the role of a down-to-earth 
detective. Look for it Oct. 24. 
Another one of those "real-life" 
deals hits the screen in the form 
of Toma , starring Tony 
Musante, which premieres. Oct. 
4. 
And finally, for those of you 
who yearn for the days of 
television when you could almost 
smell the horse manure and 
taste the cowboy's coffee right in 
your own living room, take 
consolation. Lome Greene, of 
Bonanza fame gets off the 
saddle for a while to chase some 
varmits who wandered into the 
Big City and the Twentieth 
Century at the same time. The 
program is called Griff and 
premieres Sept. 29. Ten-four, 
over and out. 
Box office hits 
play on campus 
Some outstanding films are 
scheduled for the month of 
September at the campus flicks. 
The Heartbreak Kid, starring 
Cybill Shepherd will be playing 
through today. The film is still 
making its rounds in major cities 
across the country and is well 
worth the admission price. 
The second film this month is 
When Legends Die , starring 
Richard Widmark. The film will 
run Friday and Saturday night 
this week. 
Trie Poseidon Adventure    will 
be playing all next week. .The 
film stars Gene 
Hackman, Shelley Winters, Red 
Buttons, Ernest Borgnine Roddy 
McDowell and Carol Lynley. 
Maureen McGovern's hit single 
The Morning After originated 
from this film. 
Man of La Mancha will run 
beginning Sept. 17. Peter 
O'Toole, Sophia Loren and 
James Coco star in the film 
version .of the Broadway 
version of Don Quixote. An 
excellent film, it was nominated 
for several academy awards. 
Lady Sings the Blues , the 
film biography of Billie Holiday 
starring Diana Ross will run for 
two days beginning Sept. 21. 
Although the film has been 
criticized by several 
authorities for its inconsistency 
with the facts, Diana Ross has 
run the gamut of acclaim for her 
performance. 
The last week of the month will 
be filled by two rather mediocre 
films, Save The Tiger with 
Jack   Lemmon   and 
Mafia.       starring     Claudia 
Cardinale.   These two films will 
wind up an exceptional month of 
fine entertainment       at   the 
campus flicks. 
"Figure On Banking With Us" 
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'Passion Play' 
Anderson does it again 
BYT.G. MOORE 
Fine ArU Editor 
Ian Anderson has done it 
again. A combination of talent, 
imagination and sorcery under 
his direction is almost destined 
to become a success. The only 
thing that makes Jethro Tull's 
seventh album Passion Play 
like their other albums is that it 
' is totally unlike any previous 
work. 
The   material   for    Passion 
Play     is derived  from  Tull's 
recent U.S. tour. The concert is 
a multi-media show on film and 
live  on   stage.       On  film,  a 
ballerina comes to life in what 
seems an excruciating eternity, 
then dances through  a magic 
mirror.   Instantly, an explosion 
occurs and  out jumps    Jethro 
Tull on stage  amid  fantastic  * 
lights  and   colored   smoke. 
Throughout   the   performance, 
the    Passion Play,    theme  is 
interspersed.with previous rock- 
busters to produce, ultimately, a 
devastating effect. 
Mournfully    absent     from 
Passion Play •     is   drummer 
Give Bunker, who departed with 
the release    of the    Benefit 
album.    Bunker is replaced on   ■ 
drums by Barriemore Barlow,   i 
who   has   shown   strength   on 
previous albums but is difficult 
to define in    Passion Play   . 
Bass   guitarist   Jeffrey   Ham- 
mond-Hammond, organist John 
Evan and guitarist Martin Barre 
return in a mixture which is akin 
to something like nitroglycerin. 
And then, of course, there is the 
master     alchemist: Ian 
Anderson. The wizard expands a 
little on this album and plays 
soprano saxophone in several 
places, an instrument which, in 
addition to flute, is one of the 
most difficult to play"."' 
Like 'Thicfe As a Brick' , 
Passion Play contains no 
separate cuts. With the ex- 
ception of the story of "The Hare 
Who Lost His Spectacles", the 
album is more or less a complete 
package in itself. However, 
unlike Thicfe .... a central 
theme is found throughout the 
Passion Play . 
Just exactly what that theme 
is, it is difficult to say. An ac- 
curate description would 
probably be that the Passion 
Play is life itself, a serious and 
yet comic story told only by 
Anderson,, a rare talent who 
can laugh at the world and be 
dead serious at the same 
time.      Passion Play is 
definitely for old fans of Tull but 
it is also a delightful respite for 
those who are looking for 
something different. 
Jackson to lecture 
here in October 
In addition to the list of en- 
tertainers and personalities 
scheduled to appear on campus 
first semester, the University 
Center Board has announced 
that U.S. Senator Henry Jackson 
of Washington will give a lec- 
ture on Oct. 15. 
Privately owned and 
operated as a 
service to students, 
faculty & staff 
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Lea Ann Shelton recalls family's eight-year tragedy 
BY LISA COLLINS 
Academics Editor 
Lea Ann Shelton and her 
brothers and sister have been 
without a father for eight vears. 
Their parents are notdjvorced, 
but separated by the tfS^and 
Laotian governments. Lt. 
Charles Shelton is a POW 
Lea Ann is able to recall with 
vivid detail the day her father 
was shot down in Laos. April 29, 
1965 had a double significance 
for the Sheltons. It was not only 
the day his plane went down, 
but also his thirty-third 
birthday. 
"We were stationed in 
Okinawa when we heard the 
news. It was typhoon condition 
two weather, which meant the 
chance of a hurricane. All the 
families who lived off base went 
there during bad weather. We 
were staying at the squadron 
commander's house witn 
several other families. No one 
thought it unusual when the 
base doctor, chaplain, and 
commander came to the 
house." 
Reluctance overcome 
Pausing, she continued her 
story; a story that few people 
hear, but one she decided should 
be shared. Perhaps her 
reluctance to talk about her 
father and her distaste for 
reporters who have periodically 
and continuously questioned the 
Sheltons has been overcome. 
She spoke highly of, and has 
respect for Leah Larkins, the 
Courier Journal correspondent 
who wrote a three part series on 
Lea Ann's mother's, Mrs. 
Marian Shelton, seven week trip 
to Southeast Asia seeking in- 
formation on her husband. 
"They took my mom aside 
and told her my father had just 
been shot down and that they 
were trying to rescue him. 
Everyone cracked up because 
everybody liked him. He was 
the top dog in the squadron." 
"All the other kids were in 
another room playing. My 
brother came ana told me but I 
didn't believe him...I didn't 
believe it. He didn't have guns 
as he was in reconnaissance. 
He didn't even carry a pistol. 
When my brother said 
helicopters were going in to try 
to rescue him, I knew it was 
true." 
"I went to mom and she was 
surrounded by people. I just 
stood there in a daze. No one 
paid any attention to us kids 
because they thought we didn't 
understand, but we did." 
Kentucky chosen 
"Mom didn't go to sleep that 
night. We stayed on the land for 
a while but mom needed to be 
with relatives. Besides that, we 
kept  reliving  that day every 
time a man was shot down. We 
couldn't stay there any longer." 
The Sheltons   then   traveled 
around the states, hunting for a 
place  to settle.     They  tried 
California,   Wyoming,   Texas, 
Florida, and finally Kentucky. 
Lt. Col. Shelton's parents live in 
Owensboro  and   Mrs.   Shelton 
has two sisters in the state.  So 
Louisville became the home of 
Lea Ann, now 21; Charles, Jr., 
19;   John,   17;   Mike,   16;   and 
Joan, 9. 
Readers of the Courier and 
even the Progress perhaps 
wonder why the Sheltons, out of 
all POW families, were chosen 
to be featured in the media. 
Mrs. Shelton has been ex- 
tremely active in movements 
over the past eight years to 
bring POWs home. She has 
made trips to various parts of 
the country and spoken to 
government heads. Her trip to 
Southeast Asia, which was 
sponsored by VIVA, the 
organization that makes POW 
bracelets, w not the end to her 
efforts. 
Mrs. Shelton and Lea Ann's 
sentiments match. "It is over," 
said Lea Ann, "and 1300 men 
academy upon the event of his 
death if they so choose. Last 
spring Charlie Shelton, Jr. went 
on a free trip to Alaska as a high 
school graduation gift. The 
Shelton's did not have to pay for 
any of it. 
How has Lea Ann's life been 
affected by her father's ab- 
sence? "For one thing my 
father was disciplinary- hard 
core. Mom had a hard time, not 
with us kids, because we were 
good, but financially. At first 
we acted like Daddy was 
coming home any minute, but 
as time went along our 
childhood was thrown away. 
She (Mrs. Shelton) had two 
roles to play, mother and 
father. We couldn't act like 
children any more. We grew up 
really fast." 
Lea Ann disciplinarian 
"Since I was the oldest I more 
or less took over and," she said 
laughingly, "gave all the 
whippings and all that." 
She recalled an>. incident 
involving her and her brother, 
Charlie. At a Friday night 
school activity, a student 
threatened Charlie with a knife. 
Lea Ann saw what was hap- 
pening and stepped in. "I said 
he'd have to go through me 
before he could get Charlie. It 
scared that boy to death.  Dad 
taught us always fight for one 
another." 
Lea Ann does not feel bitter 
towards the Vietcong. "They 
have been at war over 2,000 
years. They can't be expected 
to be as compassionate as we 
are. A Jot of POW deaths 
couldn't be avoided. If they 
can't capture an escaped 
prisoner easily, they will shoot 
him.   That's war." 
Typical Student 
Lea Ann appears to be the 
typical student. She dresses 
casually but neatly. People who 
meet her find her hard to forget 
she has a magnetic personality. 
Most nights she is found at 
home. On Thursday nights she 
is downtown with everyone else. 
She is not an opinionated 
person. It is hard to get her to 
take a stand on issues that 
everyone has an argument for 
or against. She usually just 
says, "I don't know. Do I have 
to feel one way or another?" 
She is neutral. 
Yet, she decided to tell her 
story. She answered all 
questions except for one. It 
concerned the efficiency of the 
VIVA trip. She felt a "no 
comment" answer was in order. 
As for the chance of her 
family being whole again, she 
simply said, "I always have 
hope." 
Surrounding the picture of Lieut. Col. Charles Shelton, POW, 
are from left; Joan,9; John, 17; Lea Ann, 21; Mike, 16; and 
Courier-Journal Photo 
Charles Jr., 19-his children. His wife, Mrs. Marian Shelton, is 
seated in the center. 
CATO'S 
623-1336 236 W. Main 
FRIDAY N.TE ONLY 
4-8 p.m. 
10%  OH  REGULAR 
STOCK SLACKS 
BELLS-BACCIES 
CUFFS-SOLIDS 
PLAIDS 
SHORT Of CASH? 
Put It In  LAYAWAY 
are over there and there's no 
way we're going to get them 
back except through public 
concern." 
"My mom was picked to go on 
the (VIVA) trip because my 
father was known by almost all 
the POWs over there. He was 
constantly escaping and they 
thought they could find out 
more about him." She feels the 
trip was beneficiary for her 
mother because, for the first 
time, Mrs. Shelton was allowed 
to see her husband's complete 
file. 
Lea Ann has done her share of 
trying  to  bring  men home. 
When   in    high    school,   a 
nationwide    letter     writing, 
campaign to the North Viet- 
namese government was in full 
swing.    She was asked to go 
before the assembled students 
and ask for their support in the 
letter writing contest between 
schools in Jefferson county. She 
refused, saying that it was a 
personal thing to her, but did 
agree    to     make     an     an- 
nouncement   to   the   classes 
through the intercom system. 
"When    I    first    started 
Campus life styles 
have pros and cons 
talking," she said, "it was noisy 
and no one was listening. Then 
everyone started listening and 
the people around me were 
staring. I brought tears to 
people's eyes over that in- 
tercom. No one knew he was a 
POW until I did that." Her 
school won the contest. 
Lea Ann, who is beginning her 
second year at Eastern as a 
recreation major, like her 
mother, wears a bracelet with 
her father's name and the date 
he was shot down. 
"Because of the sale of 
bracelets my mother got to go 
on the trip. The purpose of the 
sales is to go on trips in search 
of men. Mother couldn't 
have possibly done it on 
her own. I think it was a wise 
move to continue selling them 
Lt. Col. Shelton's family has 
thus far been well provided for 
by the government. They still 
receive his regular pay. He has 
been promoted tolieut.cpl.frorn 
captain since his capture. If he 
is declared dead, they will 
receive   a   pension.       POW 
because the POW issue will go   children may go to any state 
on for a long time. There are 
still some POWs over there. 
VIVA will still continue as an 
organization until something 
drastic happens to the 
prisoners." 
school tuition free.plus receive 
VA benefits. Mrs. Shelton can 
go to school the rest of her life 
free. The sons of Lieut.Col. 
Shelton are automatically 
accepted into any military 
Students who live in dorms by 
chance will almost always 
vouch for the conveniences. Off- 
campus students will vouch for 
the opposite. 
Some of the same responses 
were received by both on and off 
campus students when asked 
why they preferred one or the 
other. 
Michael Hood prefers on- 
campus living because it . is 
"cheaper and closer to cu 
classes." Bobby Patterson and 
Mike Stickling both agree on the 
' t "Niintird   I mm Page I) 
controversy rose again over the second 
site, and it is still continuing today. 
One major objection to the second site 
centers around a rare combination of 
Northern and Southern species of plants 
found in the lower portion of the gorge. It 
is feared that this community would be 
altered, if not eventually destoyed 
altogether. 
Another significant factor is that 
conservationists argue that fluctuation of 
the proposed lake's water level would 
result in siltation deposits destructive to 
Red River Gorge controversy 
wildlife and unsightly to scenery lovers. 
Advocates from both sides are voicing 
their objections and proposals for the 
Red River Gorge area and the con- 
troversy continues. 
Organizations which are fighting the 
dam are the Sierra Club, the Audubon 
Club, and Save Our Kentucky. These 
groups along with national con- 
servationists, are urging private citizens 
to write to Gov. Wendell Ford urging him 
to place a moratorium on building in the 
area. 
This moratorium would give a board 
comprised of conservationists, state and 
national officials, and representatives 
from the Corps of Engineers time to 
study the area in more detail. 
Others are asking citizens to write 
various government officials urging 
support to save the gorge. The list of 
officials includes U.S. Senator „ Walter 
"Dee" Huddleston, John Lackey, State 
Senator from the Sixth District, Michael 
R. Maloney, State Senitor from the 13th 
District, and Dwight Wells, United States 
Representative in Washington. 
Who said We 
only made 
—-PIZZA? 
convenience of being close to 
everything while Mike went on 
to say that "you don't need a car 
to go to school and you get to 
know a lot more people." 
A foreign graduate, who is 
over 21 and is eligible to live off 
campus, likes the facilities that 
the campus offers and say "it 
(living in a hall) is beneficial in 
that it teaches how to conduct 
oneself." 
Mona G. Lang ley commuted 
last semester from Lexington 
but this year finds herself 
sleeping through her eight 
o'clock classes. 
Reasons for living off-campus 
are also numerous but they all 
seem to agree on one thing, 
freedom. 
"The reason Iprefer living off 
campus is lean do what Iwant to 
when Iwant to; like having 
friends over, and having enough 
room to be comfortable," said 
Lee Stokes, a 22-year-old 
marketing major. , 
"It's not cheaper," stated one 
21-year-old student, "but you 
can do what you want. You 
don't have to live by outdated 
standards." 
WE ALSO MAKE: 
Ham  sandwiches 
Submarine sandwiches 
Barbeque Beef 
Roast Beef 
Spaghetti 
Fried Chicken 
and... 
The World's Finest 
PIZZA! 
./:' 
Marching Maroons 
begin fall season 
Scholl 
E\ND)iSi 
VIO SrSscond St.- 
phpne 623-5400 
1rVE  DELIVER- 
Scholl 
Come rest your feet in. the 
hollows and the rises. Experience 
the coolness of polished beechwood against the 
warmth of bare skin. Feel the little mound we Call the 
toe^grin, t^iat he!pc ""fjurn rjb^e &♦***** >**+ » *"»?•_.- 
ttyul toning and awakening for yQur legs. Schorr,' 
the original.  Better than barefoot. 
otyour 
feet. 
The Marching Maroons began 
their fall season with band 
camp. Although attendance 
was cut by registration and 
summer jobs, John C. Lawson 
Jr., band director, expects 
approximately 155 members for 
this fall. 
Well-trained incoming fresh- 
men form a bright prospect for 
the future of the band. The 
freshmen beat the up- 
perclassmen in a band camp 
competition drill, judged by 
upperclassmen squadron 
leaders. 
Plans for fall begin with the 
Marching Maroons' first 
pregame show when Eastern 
plays Chattanooga University 
of Tennessee. The pregame 
show will include the traditional 
fight songs with the block E 
formation. 
The half-time show will honor 
various sports, with the band 
will   forming   a    basketball 
player, a swimming beach, 
traditional football symbols 
(NO 1, OVC, EKU) in block 
banner, and Eastern in script. 
The gymnastics team will 
perform with the band. 
In regard to other events 
planned for the school year, Mr. 
Lawson stated, "Things haven't 
been finalized, so we'd rather 
not say anything yet, but the 
tours have been pretty well 
planned out." 
This spring the band will have 
the honor of playing "My Old 
Kentucky Home" which 
traditionally precedes the run 
for the roses, at the Kentucky 
Derby in May. They will also 
march in the Derby parade 
through downtown Louisville 
earlier. 
Anyone interested in joining 
the Marching Maroons should 
get in touch with Mr. Lawson, 
room 109 Foster Building or call 
3161. 
JETT & HALL SHOES 
214   W    MAIN 
Family Shoe Store 
623-1975 RICHMOND.  KY. 
-   SELF SERVICE 
l^AuNDRY & DRY CLEANING 
SAVE 50 percent or MORE . 
ON YOUR DRY CLEANING 
10 lb. for $2.50 
Use our new steam cabinet 
FREE 
HIGHLANDER LAUNDRY 
Geri Lane 
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Dance theater takes  modern steps 
*
s
»«t«, 
EKU-right on! 
Carl Morgan, a junior from Perry County, puts 
the finishing touches on Eastern's football 
field. The end zones and the middle of the field 
are being spray painted in preparation 
Eastern's first game on Saturday. 
for 
BY JAN HKVSLEY 
Organizations Editor 
When a dance theatre group, 
called the "Drum and Sandal 
Club,'' existed in 1954, who 
would have believed that future 
dance groups would be per- 
forming excerpts from 
"GodspeH" and be dancing to 
electronic music? 
Students more creative 
At Eastern since 1963, 
Virginia N. Jinks, assistant 
professor of health and physical 
education, feels that students 
are definitely more creative 
towards dancing now. 
"They used to fall back on 
things they had learned in 
ballet, and tap dance for 
example, but now they are more 
open to different types of music. 
Electronic music, we use alot of 
today,"she said. 
Now called, "The Eastern 
Dance Theatre,"  there   are 
approximately 30 members in 
the club. Included in this total. 
16 new members have been 
incorporated, with    13 women 
and three men. participants, 
range    from        majorettes. 
cheerleaders . members of drill 
teams and gymnastic clubs to 
people who major in hor- 
ticulture and home economics. 
More men participants 
Miss Jinks feels that in the 
past, dance was more oriented 
towards girls' physical 
education. More men are ac- 
tively involved in dance theatre 
groups today than before, she 
believes. 
"It's only in our country that 
men are actually fewer in dance 
group participation. It is the 
women, who are actually in- 
ferior in other countries, "she 
said. 
The Eastern Dance Theatre, 
in its modern music approach, 
tries to find new movement to 
sav things. "Every jesture you 
do   is communication .believes 
Miss Jinks, in dancing . you say 
the things you mean to say,"she 
continued... 
The dance group performs an 
average ■ of four to six times a 
year, with two major concerts I 
held in Hiram Brock 
Auditorium. The first concert 
which is to be a Halloween 
presentation is to be held Oct. 
31. in the ravine. 
In addition to the concerts 
performed each year, tne dan- 
cers work with the television 
studio and the music depart- 
ment in the past, they have 
made • various concert tours to 
Frankfort,Cincinnati, Ohio and 
to Indiania University. 
Dance groups important 
Are dance theatre groups 
important on a college campus? 
Miss Jinks seems to think so. 
"There are always people who 
want to dance - .there are 
somewho have a need to dance. 
By being involved in a dance 
theatre group, the student is 
given the chance toactiviely 
participate and to fulfill this 
need. "Also provided is the 
chance for leadership, and 
program participation for the 
student. In these programs, 
the student'. ■ is given a chance 
to G show self-expression 
and creativity., 
Competition is within each 
individual.according to Miss 
Jinks "All dancers experience 
degrees of success and we all 
learn continuously," she said. 
Not only does the dance 
theatre provide a mean s of self 
expression   but   a   means   of 
earning half a credi each 
semester. Usually the per- 
formers rehearse in the af- 
ternoons and weekends and alot 
much of this time in the makin 
of costumes and creating and 
designing their own   scenery. 
"Godspell," was among the 
various programs presented 
last year. Chirstmas concerts 
and Halloween shows have also 
been popular in the past. 
For A Taste Treat 
TRY OUR BROASTED 
CHICKEN 
CHARBROILED STEAKS 
PLATE LUNCHES 
Carry Out 
Service 
Cfadmtfttl Htm 
EASTERN  BYPASS 
• 
*'<■>' Women's Interdorm 
The first meeting of Women's 
Interdorm will be Wed., Sept. 
12, at 5:45 p.m. in Conf. Room A 
of the Powell Bldg. All dorm 
presidents and interdorm 
representatives are expected to 
attend. 
Your help is wanted! 
All students who would like to 
n%h) plan and develop a new 
Weekly coffeehouse which will 
involve music, drama, poetry, 
and other creative arts should 
contact Mary Glass (3073). 
Isil 
Notice   for   Women's 
gymnastics 
Tryouls for the women's 
gymnastic ,l'am will be held 
Sept. 10, in Weaver gym at 5:30. 
Starting Sept. 10, gymnastic 
equipment will be available for 
students interested in "gym- 
Mflslic workouts" in Weaver on 
Monday     Thursday, 6:30-4:30. 
KKU Players Keception 
^fhc University Players will 
(lost a reception for members of 
the Lousville Actors' Theatre 
Troupe from 7-9 p.m. Wed- 
nesday, Sept. 19, in Walnut Hall, 
Johnson Building. All in- 
terested members of the 
University Community are 
cordially invited to attend this 
reception—discussion. 
Kappu    Mn    Kpsilon 
offers     tutoring 
Math tutoring sessions for 
those in need, will begin Sept. 
18. in Wallace 434. Sessions are 
sponsored by Kappa Mu Epsilon 
and will be held from 6:30 to 8 
p.m on Tuesdays and Thur- 
sdays. 
Ecology Oroup Meeting 
Scheduled Today 
Students who are interested in 
an Ecology Interest- Group 
should attend a meeting at 3:30 
this evening in the Martin Hall 
lounge. 
Judo Club meeting 
Another sports club will launch 
its interests and activities this 
week. The Judo Club will have 
its first organizational meeting 
tonight, at 8:30 p.m. in Begley 
156. All persons interested 
should attend (his initial 
gathering , 
The organizations scene.,. 
Wesley  Singers 
practice     continues 
Wesley Singers practice 
continues today at 7:00 p.m. 
Anyone who enjoys singing is 
invited to come and sing along. 
Sunday morning worship ser- 
vice will be held at 9:30 a.m. 
and Worship Through Sharing 
will be at 7:0Q p.m. on Sunday 
evening. Wednesday will be the 
third Fellowship Hour, con- 
cerning Dynamics in Human 
Relationships. The Foundation 
is planning a very exciting 
semester, so come on down and 
get involved. 
AOLE     welcomes 
majors,   and    minors 
AOLE welcomes all majors 
and minors in law enforcement 
to join its organization. Next 
meeting is 4:45 p.m. Tuesday, 
Sept. 11, in Wallace 345. For 
further information, call 
Gene (2984). 
Inter-Varsity 
Christian     Fellowship 
IVCF meetings will be every 
Thursday at 7 p.m. in the 
Jaggers 9 Room, Powell 
Building. 
Catalina Club 
All girls interested in trying 
out for the Catalina Club, 
.synchronized swimming 
organization, will be Tuesday, 
Sept. 11. All girls interested 
must attend one of the practice 
sessions scheduled at 6 p.m. 
Tuesday or 8:30 p.m.Thursday 
in Weaver Pool. Suits will be 
provided but each girl is 
requested to bring her own cap 
and towel. 
Notice to all 
foreign language students 
Interested in a picnic at the 
Arlington Mule Barn? Any 
student taking French, Spanish 
or German is invited. The 
picnic is scheduled for 7 p.m. 
Saturday. Transportation is 
provided. Cost 50cents per 
person. 
Lambda Alpha Epsilon to meet 
The American Criminal 
Justice Association (Lambda 
Alpha Epsilon) will meet 
Tuesday, September 11, 7:00 
p.m. in the Powell Building, 
Room A. The speaker will be a 
resident from the First 
Offender Unit, Blackburn 
Correctional Complex. All LEN 
majors and minors are invited 
to attend the meetings. Pins 
and membership cards will be 
distributed to those who paid 
their dues last semester. 
Further information can be 
obtained from Jill Cushing ( 
5132) or John Lile (5769). 
' Attention Veterans 
All Veterans who received 
Advance Pay checks should 
stop by the Office of Veterans 
Affairs, 205 Coates, to verify 
their mailing addresses. 
Perilling Rifles to hold smoker 
The Pershing Rifles company 
R-l is now holding a smoker in 
the Powell Building. The 
purpose, is to interest ROTC 
cadets in Pledging PR's. The 
smoker is being held from 10 
am. to 10 pm. in Conference 
Room A of the Powell Building. 
If you are interested come and 
see what we have to offer, you 
might be surprised. The last 
day of this four day smoker will 
be this Friday September 7. 
Scholarship     available 
A local dentist has just in- 
formed the University that he 
will make available a 
scholarship in the amount of 
$150 per semester to any pre- 
dental or pre-dental hygienist 
student. The basis for selection 
will be, first, based on need, and 
then secondly on scholarship. If 
you are interested please fill out 
an application form which may 
be obtained at the Dean of 
Allied Health Professions 
Office, Wallace 103. Deadline 
ior application is September 15. 
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Pep Bally to be held 
A bonfire, pep rally and snake 
dance will be held tonight in 
support of the EKl' Colonels 
first home football game 
Saturday. Everyone is to meet 
at the Daniel Boone Statue at 
P   111..   «5ijt~.   V  *.-,        ..".".   fwv.U 
from Were. The rally is spon- 
sored bv th« EKU cheerleaders. 
Re-register1 
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We've got Hang-ups! 
... on our great new Fall Fashions. We're J. Riggings, a men's store 
that knows you know what you want. And we have it. Everything from 
the latest in suits, sportcoats. shirts, sweaters, pants.. .to 
belts and higher heeled boots and shoes. Come in 
and take a look at what we've got for today's man. 
We won't hassle you. Brouse around. Try things on. i 
Maybe you can help us get rid of our hang'-ups.   ^ 
J.RI6GIDGS 
*TAYETTE   MALLW 
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Colonels are promising 
This Saturday afternoon at 2:00 Eastern will kick 
off "Centennial Action 73" ( which is the name 
used for all competitve athletics this school year) 
at Hanger Field before an anticipated capacity 
crowd. The opponent will be University of Ten- 
nessee-Chattanooga; whom Coach Kidd calls "The 
toughest team we will have played since Dayton in 
1967." 
The entire schedule is top-notch competition with 
no "breathers". The home slate includes such 
powers as Tennessee Tech (last years OVC 
champ). Central Michigan and Western Kentucky 
for homecoming. Western has one of the best 
teams it has ever had. Eastern is going to face 
difficulty in having a winning season, but do not 
understimate the Colonels. 
Eastern will probably again rely on its always 
strong defense even with the absence of Ail- 
American Wally Chambers. Wally was co-MVP 
last season along with linebacker Rich Thomas. 
Rich just happens to be back this year for his senior 
season. Thomas is one of the hardest-hitting 
players in the OVC. He will provide a lot of ex- 
citement for Colonel fans this year along with other 
talented members of the defense. * 
What makes this years team a definite darkhorse ' 
in the conference race this year? Well, that could 
be the return of offense to the Eastern campus. In 
past seasons fans have complained about the 
complete ineffectiveness of the offense, but this 
year it will definitely be different. Jeff McCarthy is 
back for his second straight year as a starter and 
the confidence he exhibits on the field is amazing. 
In last weeks scrimmage he connected on 9 for 12 
passes in the first half (including a 30-yard strike 
to Elmo Boyd). 
Alfred Thompson also returns to lead a vicious 
running attack. Elmo Boyd and John Revere give 
the Colonels more speed at wide reciever than 
probably anyone in the OVC. The kicking game is 
also strong with Jim DeFranco able to kick con- 
sistently from forty and fifty yards out. There are 
many excellent athletes on the field for Coach 
Kidd this season at all positions. 
Eastern should provide many an excting af- 
ternoon this season at Hanger Field with the big 
game everybody pointing to as the homecoming 
showdown with Western. It always seems boil 
down to a showdown every year with the Hilltop- 
pers.   Who says history doesn't   repeat itself? 
S 
OVC—73: Western! 
BY LARRY BROCK 
Staff Writer 
How do you stop Western 
Kentucky? 
That's the question that most 
of the coaches in the Ohio Valley 
Conference are asking them- 
selves, or each other. 
And it's true, Western is a 
heavy . favorite to win the 
conference hands down since 
they seem to be loaded 
everywhere. One OVC coach 
was quoted as saying, "I hate to 
even think about it . They 
should be awesome." 
But there are seven other 
teams in the conference that are 
already making plans on how to 
win the title despite Western 
Tennessee Tech, Middle Ten- 
nessee, Eastern Morehead, 
Murray, East Tennessee and 
Austin Peay are all hungry for a 
championship and they will be 
pressuring WKU from all 
angles. But as it looks now, 
Western is the class of the 
league with the other seven 
teams expected to finish behind 
the Killtoppers but not 
necessarily in any set order 
The Hilltoppers return 36 
lettermen from a team that 
finished second in the league 
last season with a 5-2-0 record. 
They only lost 12 lettermen 
through graduation. "For a 
change, our graduation losses 
were spread over several 
positions, rather than I being 
concentrated in the line, as they 
were last season, or in the of- 
fensive backfield, as they were 
two years ago," remarked head 
coach Jimmy Feix, usually a 
very pessimistic person. 
One of the few question marks 
for Feix   is  the  quarterback 
position.  Leo Peckenpaugh has 
been the starting signal caller 
ofr the Toppers for  the  past 
three years, but he passed up 
spring practice to make try at 
baseball. Peckenpaugh is back 
now, but he is playing behind 
To the dismay of the other 
coaches in  the conference, it 
looks like Western's defense is 
going to be stronger than it was 
last year since the       Hilltop- 
pers only   lost   three  starters 
through graduation.     Tackles 
John   Bushong  and     Lonnie" 
Shuster could be the     best in 
the   league   with   linebackers 
Aundra   Skiles   and   Robert 
Walton among the finest in the 
, conference. Mike McCoy, Bob 
Morehead and Virgil Livers 
return in the secondary for 
Western. 
Western's lack of depth may 
be their only true weakness. If 
too many of their front line 
players get injured, the 
Hilltoppers could be in trouble. 
As Eastern Kentucky's coach 
Roy Kidd puts it , "The team 
that stays the healthiest should 
win the OVC." 
Tennessee Tech, last year's 
Ohio Valley Conference 
champion, will have to rebuild 
their depleted defense if thev 
are to T>e considered as a 
contender 
From a team that finished 10- 
1-0 last season (7-0 in the OVC), 
the Golden Eagles lost only 13 
lettermen, but most of them 
were off the defense that was 
the best in the OVC last year. 
All American Jimmy 
Youngblood and fellow 
linebacker Mike   Hen- 
nigan, are the main losses from 
the defense. They both went 
high in the pro draft. 
Coach Don Wade's Eagles 
return 37 lettermen this year, 
including all bu three offensive 
starters The top returnees on 
defense will be All-OVC end 
Elois Grooms (6-5, 220), tackles 
Tony Plavich and Paul Hunter 
and linebacker Dana Win- 
ningham. 
If Tech can strenghten up 
their line backing, their 
defensive secondary and their 
kicking game i , they could be 
in the thicK oi the OVC title fight 
again. But coach Wade sees his 
defense as "a big question 
mark", and that's not good. 
Middle ' Tennessee state 
University could be some what 
of a surprise in the league this 
year if they can come up with 
replacements for the 12 starters 
they Jost from last year's third 
place team. But Blue Raider 
coach Bill Peck says his team . 
"will be fighting to keep this 
from being an off year." iv 
Thirty-seven lettermen 
return for the Raiders and , in 
spite of the losses, the offense 
should be more potent than last 
year. 
The Raiders lost eight star- 
ters on defense, but linebacker 
Ed Witherspoon is back to 
anchor   the   unit.      Sophmore 
cornerback Sonnny Anderson, 
tackles William Jenkins and 
Dex Dodson and nose guard 
Gary Bell are the ones towatch 
on defense. 
Peck is quick to point out that 
MTSU could field a better 
team than last year (7-3-1), but 
may not as well' in the win-lost 
column because of the schedule 
his Blue Raiders   P'ay. 
Morehead State University 
coach Roy 'Terry will have to 
find more interior linemen, 
defensive linemen and running 
backs if he expects his Eagles to 
improve on last year's record of 
3-6-1. 
Defensive tackle Durwood 
Brittle, linebacker Rick Fox, 
center Nick Nighswander, 
defensive back Geary Clutter, 
offensive guard Chick Steiner 
and    wide    receiver    Doug 
returning in tackle Charlie 
Carpenter, on of the best in the 
.league, guard 
Rodney Pickering, wide 
receiver Ken Galtney and tight 
end Bill Farrell. Farrell may 
be one of the best ends in the 
OVC He should also be high 
on eth pro's checklist. 
Defense will probably be the 
Racers'   weakness. Bruce 
Farrris is a top notch 
linebacker and Joe Echert is 
one of the best defensive ends in 
the conference, but other than 
that the Murrrav team will have 
to come up with 
something if they ex- 
pect to move up from their sixth 
place finish in 1972. 
From a team that led the OVC 
in total offense last year. East 
Tennessee State       University 
returns 30 lettermen. 
Revere glides again! 
FLANKER BACK John Revere is run out of bounds in a 
game against Austin Peay, last season. John is one of Coach 
Kidd's top athletes as the Colonels are preparing for UTC. this" 
Saturday. 
Chattanooga hopes 
for something great 
BY BILL STAPLETON 
Staff Writer 
Hmmm, which way do I go 
SECONDARY MAN Jay Graham looks upfield for blockers 
after he picked off a pass in a recent Eastern practice. 
BUCCANEER 
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McCray are exoected to play 
important roles for the Eagles. 
Defensive tackle Mark Sheehan 
and tailback Jimmy Johnson 
are hoping to recover from 
injuries and help the Eagles. 
Morehead's chances of 
winning the OVC are very slim, 
but with some improvement in 
the running game ana ooth 
lines, the Eagles could be a 
surprising team. 
Murray State University was 
hit hard by graduation last year 
they lost 11 starters from the 4-6 
team. 
The hardest hit places were 
the offensive backfield and the 
defensive backfield. The 
Racers lost All-OVC running 
back George Greenfield and his 
running mate, the bruising 
Rick Fisher. Both players had 
been selected as the "Offensive 
Player of the Year in the OVC" 
at one time during their 
careers. 
In the offensive line, the 
Racers have only four starters 
Heading the list of returnees 
is quarterback Alan Chadwich 
who led the OVC in passing and 
total offense last season aid is 
being touted by the Buccaneers 
as onne of the finest signal 
callers in the country. 
Greg Stubbs, Bob Hardy, Nat 
Cherry and Steve Daffron willl 
all be back at running backs and 
all averaged better than three 
yards a carry last year. 
New head coach Roy Frazier 
will have a tough linebacking 
corp that features Alex Todt, 
(Continued On Page Seven) 
"The Beginning of Something 
Great" is what they're saying 
down in Chattanooga about the 
University of Tennessee at 
Chattanooga football team, and 
that slogan will probably prove 
to be an appropriate one. Many 
of the faces associated with 
Eastern's football foe this 
weekend are completely dif- 
ferent, giving the Moccasins a 
look of newness and hope for a 
bright future. 
Of course, the biggest change 
is in the coaching staff, 
beginning with head coach Joe 
Morrison. Morrison, now 35, 
has just completed a great 14 
year career with the New York 
Giants as an all purpose run- 
ning back. Never an. All-Pro, 
Morrison was nonetheless ons of 
the most respected runners in 
the game. "There were men 
with more physical equip- 
ment," said the Dallas 
Cowboys' great tackle Bob 
Lilly. "But maybe they didn't 
have what Joe has inside." 
As with any team, there are 
strengths and weaknesses; 
and Chattanooga is no ex- 
ception. Its strength lies with 
both the defensive and offensive 
backfields, with defensive line 
and receivers following. 
However, one disadvantage, 
according to Morrison, is the 
lack of depth. "The big thing 
that will hurt us is that while we 
have what we feel are 22 good 
football players,we are thin 
when it comes to depth." 
As has been mentioned 
earlier, the defensive backfield 
is one of the strongest parts of 
the team. Jerry Walker and 
Wendell Morgan are the cor- 
nerbacks, with Mike Bishop at 
strong safety, and Tommy 
Patrick serving at free safety. 
All four are returning starters. 
The offensive backfield is 
another strength, with perhaps 
the strongest part of that back- 
field at quarterback. His name 
is Mickey Brokas, and he's a 
senior, is 6-2, and weighs 190. 
And if that's not.enough, he 
owns every passing record in 
the Moc record book. His three 
year statistics include 315 
completions in 695 attempts for 
4,063 yards and 24 touchdowns, 
all of which are records. 
Backing Brokas will be 
sophomore halfback Mike 
Hogan. Last year Hogan rushed 
for 437 yards in 190 carries for, 
which is 4.4 yards per carry. 
Other backs will be Darnell 
Powell, David Sessoms, and 
Kevin McConough. 
The    offensive     line     is 
anchored.' by Brent Adams, a 6- 
5 250 pound tackle who Coach 
Kell   calls   the   "best   pass 
protection man I have ever seen 
at this stage of the game." The 
center position will possibly be 
shared by Eddie Oakley and 
Bobby    Brooksband,     both 
juniors:   while   four   offensive 
guards will possibly see action: 
Dale   Kirkland,   Pat   Wright,    . 
Phillip Johns, and Otis Gard- . 
ner.   "I believe we have some 
winners on our line," continued 
Kell, "and we'll be calling on 
them this fall." 
Willie Walker will be the qfltt.,, 
end with either David Oliphant, 
Frank Sergi, or Bill Cox at the 
tight end position. 
Although the defensive back- 
field is the strongest part of the 
defense the line is also   solid. ~? 
Defensive ends Eddie Yates and 
John McBryar will be counted 
on to defend against the run. 
Billy Boone and Steve Johnson A 
will probably be the tackles. 
The big weakness on defense 
will be the linbackers. Two 
starters from last year's team 
graduates leaving Harry Hixon''i 
as the only one with any varsity 
experience. The defense will 
basically be a 4-3-4 and it should 
be a sound one. 
So it will be a strong team that 
Coach Roy Kidd's forces wiH 
face on Saturday, and for the 
most part, an experienced one. 
What it will probably boil down 
to is whether or not the Colonels 
can stop the multi-talented 
Mickey Brokas. If they can, ' 
then they will have a good 
chance to be 1-0 come Saturday 
night. 
Thompson, Thomas to lead 
Colonels loom as darkhorse 
BY LARRY BROCK 
Staff Writer 
Eastern Kentucky University 
could be the darkhorse among 
the eight teams in the con- 
ference. Coach Roy Kidd's 
Colonels have been picked to 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
no-scratch base, only $2.67*. 
Fill in coupon or send post 
card. No purchase required. 
Entries must be postmarked by 
Nov. 30. 1973 and received by 
Dec. 8,1973. Final decision by 
an independent judging organ- 
ization. Prizes awarded to en- 
tries nearest actual count. In 
case of tie. a drawing deter- 
mines-winners Otter subject 
to all federal, state and local 
laws. Void in Fla. and Wash 
and wherever prohibited 
or restricted. 
'Suggested ReUifPncc 
finish as low as sixth place, but 
the Maroons might just surprise 
the rest of the league. 
From a team that finished a 
dismal 5-6-0 last season, EKU 
returns 20 lettermen and have a 
bunch of fine freshman 
prospects that will probably 
man a few starting positions. 
Of the nine returning let- 
termen   on   offense   for   the 
800 yards rushing and nine 
touchdowns. "Alfred could be a 
real pro prospect," Kidd say? 
"He's quick, has good moves 
and really gives our offense a 
boost." 
The defense will be extremely 
fast says Kidd. "Every starter 
on defense can run the 40-yard 
dash in under five seconds 
except one." Thomas is the only 
Colonels, it looks like tailback senior on the starting defense. 
Alfred Thompson will be the one 
most heavily counted on. 
Thompson was well on his way 
to leading the OVC in rushing a 
year ago before injuring his 
knee in the ninth game of the 
season against Central 
Michigan. Thompson still had 
"I don't think it is fair to say 
we'd have to win the conference 
for this to be a successful 
season, but I think we need to 
win more games than we lose," 
Kidd remarks. But an OVC title 
wouldn't hurt Kidd's feelings at 
all. 
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JERRY SCARINGI attempts to cut to his left against an 
unidentified defender in intramural action last week. Richie 
Summers (top left) and Anders Fogt (bottom"right) come in 
to help- with the play. IM football began last Thursday and 
will last until late October or early November. There are 
several learns that will challenge last years champion 
Stringbeans. 
League C tough! f 
IM football battles have begun 
BY SAM WHITE 
Staff Writer 
Early flag football skirmishes 
indicate good races and several 
strong front-runners. In League 
A, the Tomatoes loom to be a 
solid attacking club. The UHFH 
crew in League B could be a 
serious contender but will 
probably receive an en- 
terprising challenge from the 
Brothers. 
OKNY, in League C, should 
again be a tenacious group. 
League   D   looks   to   be   un- 
doubtedly the toughest bracket 
 ■ '•  '      y 
of all. A sturdy Barries Bunch 
edged the Stringbeans last 
week, but the Tribe and 7-11 
squads cannot be ignored in 
League D, either. 
Due to Phi Delta Theta's 
success last season, they play 
the favorite's role in the 
fraternity division. The 
struggles in this particular race 
might produce some surprises. 
In housing 12-Pak seems to be 
a stout force. As in all athletics, 
upsets and the unexpected can 
occur. 
As the season progresses, a 
clearer view will arise of the 
flag football situation. 
Schedules for next weeks action 
maybe picked up in Mr. Jen- 
nings office in the Begley 
Building. 
The deadline for the first 
round of the tennis singles 
tournament is Monday, Sep- 
tember 10th. Results should be 
reported to the Intramural 
office, Begley 212, before 4 p.m. 
There are approximately 119 
entries in this competition. 
The Tug-O-War contest is fast 
approaching its deadline. This 
will be Friday, Sept. 14th with 
actual    matches    beginning 
Wednesday, Sept. 19th. A 
match will consist of the best 
two out of three pulls. 
The Eastern Kentucky Cycle 
Club in conjunction with the 
intramural department is 
sponsoring a team-selection 
race Saturday, September 15. 
The first six place finishers will 
qualify for the Kentucky In- 
tercollegiate Championships 
October 13th, at Eastern. 
Maps of the course for the 
September 15th race are 
available. Contact the IM Office 
or Larry Myers at 625-2395. 
i 
EKU harriers sparkle 
in Charleston race 
BY BILL8TAPLETON 
Staff Writer 
"We're real proud of our kids. 
Thoy represented Eastern 
well." Coach Art Harvey was 
expressing his feelings about 
the efforts of his team in the 
Annual Charleston Distance 
Run. held this past weekend in 
Charleston, West Virginia. 
The event was a 15 mile run, 
much of which was over hilly 
terrain. "This was a rough 
race, so we didn't take our 
entire team." continued Har- 
vey. "We only took the ones 
that we felt would have a 
positive experience this early in 
training." 
There were 223 runners who 
took part in the event, and 
Eastern's place was 50th. which 
was very respectable, ac- 
cording to Harvey. Tom Fin- 
dley. a senior who qualifies for 
the NCAA Championships last 
year, was Eastern's top 
finisher, placing twelfth with a 
lime of one hour. 22 minutes. 
Other placers for Eastern were: 
Jerry Young. 19th: Mark Yellin. 
a freshman. 27th; Dan 
Matousch. another freshman. 
28th: Chuck Copp. Eastern's 
graduate assistant from Kansas 
State University 29th: Bob 
Moffett. 33rd: Bill Sampson. 
37th; and freshman Don 
Williams. 50th. 
Eastern placed second among 
the universities behind William 
& Mary. However, the Colonels 
finished third overall because 
the West Virginia Track Club 
finished between Eastern and 
William & Mary. 
As an example of the high 
caliber of the meet, the winner 
* was Olympian Jeff Galloway of 
the Florida Track Club. Second 
was Lucian Rosa, a strong 
international runner from 
CeyJon Third was Neil Cusak. 
the defending NCAA cross 
country champion from East 
Tennessee State' -And. fourth 
tos John Andersop. who 
•recently won.. •$* »~«»on | 
. Marathon *" 
J-'iff* The people of Charleston are 
really trying to make this meet 
into a national class meet, "said 
Harve> "For example. Jesse 
Owens was the, featured 
speaker at the banquet, and 
Olympians Steve Prefontame 
and    Dave    Wottle    ueie    the 
marshalls of the parade which 
led off the race." 
"It was a well supported, 
organized meet. The towns- 
people would spray the run- 
ners with water all along the 
way to cool them off, and set up 
their own aid stands to give the 
boys water as they ran past. It 
was a great experience and we 
enjoyed it." 
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EDDIE WRAY 
DELORES HARRIS 
CONNIE JAMES 
RICHARD MCDONALD 
Off Eastern By-Pass 
623-3651 
Support 
Centennial Action Football! 
Kewftj 
OPENED THIS SUMMER 
WHILE YOU WERE AWAY 
DANIEL BOONE 
RIDING STABLE 
We can provide enjoyable horseback riding for people 
with all degrees of experience. (Group rates for 6 or 
more riders) 
STUDENTS, CUT OUT THIS AD AND BRING IT 
WITH YOU AND WE WILL GIVE TO YOU A $1.00 
.DISCOUNT ON YOUR FIRST RIDE! 
Located between Richmond and Boonesboro State 
Park on High 388: 
'J*< 
f\!~ 
Pu3: a^)0 a.m. until dark 
Phone 527-3442 for information 
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Regional champs expected to repeat 
BY PATRICIA WILDER 
SUff Writer 
Eastern's female volleyball 
team, undefeated state champs 
and defending regional winners, 
began practice Tuesday, Aug. 
18th in Weaver gym. 
Forty-seven girls attended 
the tryouts—four seniors, eight 
juniors. 12 sophmores, and 23 
freshmen. 
According to Dr. Geri 
Polvino, volleyball coach, "The 
team this year will possess a 
good deal of experience because 
many of those trying out were 
previous team members, and 
those who are new look very 
promising. Another asset 
leading to the strength of the 
team is the participation by 
many of the girls on their high 
school volleyball teams." 
"Volleyball, says Coach 
' Polvino, is a very competitive' 
and cooperative sport. The 
game is constantly changing 
with less emphasis on 
specializing in certain positions. 
The good volleyball player of 
today must be an all-around 
player who can set, spike, and 
cover the whole court with 
agility." 
Each year's tryouts for the 
previous team members are 
just as competitive as when the 
girls were first chosen for the 
team. Dr. Polvino maintains 
tbat the old players must meet 
the same standards expected of 
those who are new. 
Due to more skilled girls 
coming out for the team this 
year than in previous years, 
Coach    Polvino   confidently 
replies,"I believe^ this year's 
team will be the strongest and 
most versatile women's 
volleyball team ever at 
Eastern." 
The game line-up for this 
season includes the Mid South 
Invitational in Memphis, 
Tennessee on Oct. 1», where 
Coach Polvino is anticipating 
strong competition. If the team 
wins the state championship 
again this year, they will travel 
to Greenville, Tennessee on 
Nov. 31, for the regional tour- 
nament. 
OVC   73 
(Continued From Page Six) 
Pee   Wee   Brown   and   Gene 
Venable. 
Defensive end Jeff 
Williamson, deep back Peppy 
McCary and safety John Clark 
return to pace the defense. 
It's hard to picture East 
Tennessee as a team that went 
3-7 last year, but this year 
should improve upon that 
record. 
Austin Peay hasn't fielded a 
winning team since 1966, and it 
doesn't look like this year is 
going to be any different. 
. New head coach Jack 
Bushofsky has other ideas 
however and think his team 
could turn out to be winners if 
they can make a "definite 
improvement in attitude,, 
overall physical condtitionand 
and overall execution." 
Defense will probably be the 
Governors strong point. They 
led the OVC in pass defense in 
'72 and most of the secondary 
will be back, headed by seniors 
Jim Thompson and Ed Smith 
along with junior Jim Filyaw. 
The Govs will be depending 
heavily on freshmen and if they 
don't   come through, APSU just 
might be back in the cellar for 
the second straight year. 
No matter how hard the other 
teams try, it looks like the Red 
Menace from Western is back in 
winning form again. 
MCOOMACOS 
WCICOMCS TMC 
CLASS or '?*. 
Take a freshman to lunch. 
AAr 
UNIVERSITY CENTER BOARD 
PRESENTS 
ALUMNI  COLISEUM 
September 13, 1973 
7:30 p.iTL 
EKU Full -time-Students &„H6lders. 
'•Jm \J Center Board Card  
All Others & At The Door. 
52.00 
MOO 
-- —*- I j& 
TICKETS ON  SALE AT CASHIERS WINDOW. COATES ADMINISTRATION* BUILDING 
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The Birth 
of Fraternity Row 
m> 
Photos by Jim Shepherd 
Photo Editor 
■ ■- 
Fraternity houses have made it to Eastern's 
campus and the photographer gives us a view of what 
they are like on the inside as well as the outside. 
The three fraternity houses which belong to'the 
Sigma Nus, the Tekes and the Pikes are located on 
Main' Street, Lancaster Avenue and Boggs Lane, 
respectively. 
The houses are being fixed up by the fraternity 
members themselves, and feature such things as 
signs to let people know who and where they are, 
places to study and places to sleep. 
« 
_ 
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Fall Brings... 
football games... 
new fashions 
Penny's is setting the pace as Darlene Miller 
Poses in the latest look. She is more than ready 
to cheer the Colonels on to victory in the first 
Jim Shepherd Photo 
yame of this centennial season, The Colonels 
meet UT, Chattanooga at Hanger Field this 
Saturday. 
Fall fashions are on the seene again as 
classes and football games start on campus. 
Three Eastern students model some of the 
clothes which the well dressed girl will be 
dressed in for her favorite sport, or class. 
The fashion focus for the most part will be 
casual again this year as it has been for so 
many years in the past. Coeds are still 
turning to the pantsuit for comfort as well 
as good looks. 
The three stores who provided the clothes 
are only a small part of the community 
available to college and high school coeds 
for their fall shopping needs. These stores 
will provide the great looks for fall in the big 
plaids and bright colors which will appear 
simultaneously with fall weather. 
Miss Eastern, Festival Queen 
Enjoys riding motor cycles 
1
 *   0 
: t: ft I 
Karen Hamilton, a senior from Owensboro, 
Ky. had a very excitin g summer. Having been 
selected Miss Eastern for 73 earlier in the year, 
she participated in tht Mountain Laurel Festival 
and the Miss Kentucky pageant this summer. 
Karen was chosen the Mountain Laurel 
Festival Queen over 20 other girls, this May in 
Pineville, Ky. There were three days of judging. 
However, the only time the girls knew they were 
being judged was when they courtsied in front of 
Gov. Ford. The girls were constantly watched by 
the judges throughout the three days and were 
graded on their actions. 
From July 10-14, Karen participated in the 
Miss Kentucky pagaent at the McCauley Theatre 
in Louisville. According to Karen, "We were 
constantly busy. Every minute of the day was 
planned for in a schedule." 
For the talent portion of the program, Karen 
performed "I'll Always Be True to You Darling, 
in my Own Fashion" from Kiss Me Kate. 
Karen, now 21, began modeling when she was 
17. Because of her modeling, she received her 
current position as desk clerk at Holiday Inn. 
Karen still plans on modeling in the future 
whenever she gets the chance. She will model 
for Bellair's of Richmond in their Christmas and 
spring style shows. 
Being a physical education major is very 
important to Karen. She feels that in time there 
will be a definite need for physical education 
teachers. She credits the idea of people 
becoming more interested in their health as one 
of the main reasons for this need. 
Karen, being as busy as she is, has little time 
to devote to hobbies. When she does have the 
time though, she enjoys riding motorcycles. She 
began doing this in the seventh or eighth grade. 
When talking about what she hopes eventually 
to be doing Karen sjfd, "I would be happy to 
teach high school and help out with the Y's 
during the summer. 
W \   'y r K90^^   ■%!  X~ 
Jim Sttffptwrd Phofo 
Harolde's has Judy Barnes, a sophomore, all drawstring at the waist. The pants are hi-risc 
ready for the football games. Judy is wearing cuffed baggies, which can be worn with or 
a two piece outfit from Bobbie Brooks.  The without the jacket, 
jacket is the new shirt version with the 
Jim Shepherd Photo 
No matter what the weather, Karen Hamilton is 
set to go in a winter paid from the Little House. 
Her outfit is accented with a print skirt and 
canvas hat. The little House has all kinds of cute 
ideas for the college coed. 
MISS AMERICA 
SHOES 
Shirts in assorted styles, styles, patterns 
and  solids sizes 30-38 
Skirts for every junior on a budget. A-lines, 
gores, pleats of all kinds. Solids, plaids, 
tweeds. Acrylics and polyesters—woven or 
knitted, wool/nylon blends and lots more. 
Sizes 5 to 15. 
*. 
JCPenney 
iow what you're lookii We kn  t  ing for. 
f—f i^^OflM^j- 
UNIVERSITY  CENTER 
Polyester.. 
how long it is 
fashion here and now... 
sleeveless polyester 
interlock    knit long dress 
with contrast collar and 
beaded trim. 
Black sizes 7-15 
• Layaway Pl*n 
• BankAmaricard 
• Mattarcharg* 
• Shoppers     Chars* 
^w*. ■»'• 
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All snakes aren't poisonous 
Whitt shoots down snake superstitions 
BY DEBBIE Bl/RDEN 
SUN Writer 
Different types of reactions occur when 
these cold-blooded reptiles are men- 
tioned: revulsion, curiosity, terror, in- 
terest, and many many more   However 
quite a few of these emotions are un- 
founded, says A.L. Whitt, professor 
of biology here. He says many people 
have fears of snakes that they have been 
conditioned to since childhood 
For instance, the idea that all snakes 
are poisonous Actually, he says, only 
nineteen of the one hundred and fifteen 
-> 
native species are poisonous. World- 
wide out of three thousand kinds, only 
twenty percent are venemous. 
This sounds as if the professor knows a 
lot about snakes? Well, he does. He even 
has a few. They are on the second floor of 
the Science Building and you can drop by 
and see them any time you want. They 
are in a reinforced glass case. The only 
way they can get out is to be released by 
someone that deliberately destroys the 
case. When asked what he would do if 
this took place, Whitt replied, "I 
would resign immediately." 
The inhabitants of the case are a boa 
constrictor which has been in Whitt's 
possession for about five years, a timber 
rattlesnake caught in Berea, and a 
rattlesnake, caught at Big Hill by a 
student. 
There was another, but it was 
sacrificed to science a few weeks ago 
when members of the Biology depart- 
ment did a hemoglobin analysis on it's 
blood. 
As to whether or not the snakes fight in 
this enclosed area, Whitt replied, 
"They have no need; they don't fight 
over food or anything. You see, we base 
everything on man's selfishness: snakes 
have a different creed." 
Snakes are really pacifists. They kill 
only when hungry. To prove this point, 
the professor gave this example, "The 
boa eats every three or four weeks. I put 
a white rat in the case. The snake wasn't 
hungry at the time, so he didn't eat it. 
Evidently the rat was, because he 
started devouring the snake. Being a 
peace loving animal, the snake made no 
protest. The rat would have eaten him 
alive if allowed. Luckily, I got to him in 
time. After five years you can still see 
the scars." 
Although peaceful, most snakes will 
strike if startled. If not bothered, the 
snake usually won't harm anyone. 
To illustrate this point, Whitt tells 
about the capturing of the rattlesnake. 
"We caught it in the woods, we walked up 
a hill and back down and both times we 
passed by it. It would have been left 
there if a student hadn't looked down and 
seen it." 
He said one can probably handle a 
snake, and be in no danger 85 percent of 
the time. 
Snakes have a sort of built in radar. 
They sense how you feel toward them by 
a change in your reaction.    You 'feeH- 
different to them when you are afraid 
than when you are not. 
To discourage some of these misun- 
derstandings about snakes, Whitt and 
Mrs. Mary McGlassen, assistant 
professor of biology have written a book 
on these misconception. 
Titled, "Snakelore," it can be pur- 
chased at the University Bookstore. The 
book is written for the people who have 
superstitions about snakes. 
Dr. Donald Haney 
Faculty Regent 
Regent Haney airs views on campus change 
Ouch! 
Donald Whitt, professor of biology, holds up a rattler for a closer look. Whitt 
says snakes are pacifists.  But tell that to the snake. 
BY STEVE DOZIER 
Staff Writer 
"I think 18 year-olds have to be 
responsible for their own actions," stated 
39 year-old Donald Haney, Eastern's 
Board of Regents teacher representative 
and Geology Department Chairman. 
Haney, presently serving his third year 
on the Board of Regents, stated his job is 
"to represent the faculty," commenting 
that he gives no formal report of the 
meetings to the teachers, "I tell them 
about it if they come up and ask me." 
When asked his opinion concerning the 
student use of drugs on campus, Haney 
replied, "I don't know a thing about 
it... the only thing I know about it is drugs 
being conviscated from students, 
Marijuana." He added, "The kids in the 
dorms can tell you more about that than 
anyone else." 
After stating he "enjoyed" his position 
on the Board,  Haney  commented he 
couldn't see   a lot of change in campus 
pupils over the years. 
"There   will    always   be 
issues...we have the neatest student body 
as far as dress, I'm not just saying that 
either." 
On the subject of Eastern's Student 
Government, Haney commented, "I 
don't know what good student govern- 
ment is...their issues are not necessarily 
my issues." 
Reflecting on earlier days of the 
University, when he first came in 1962, 
Haney stated, :"Very few teachers are 
here now that were 13 years ago." This 
makes the over-all teacher age one of the 
youngest around compared to other 
schools, according to the member. 
Haney has seen the campus building 
grow and "upgrade" them selves 
throughout the years,  saying,  with  a 
sarcastic overtone, "You would realize 
that if you were here 13 years ago." 
When the Fine Arts Building is com' 
pleted, the Art Department will be seen 
to move out of the non-air-conditioned 
Cammack Building, Haney forcasted. 
However, he stated, the language classes 
will most likely remain in  Cammack^ 
Attaining his Ph.D at the University of 
Tennessee, the Geology Department 
Chairman was born in Pulaski County 1 
He with his wife Shirley, have two 
children, Greg aged 11 years, and three- 
year-old Holly. 
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